NOTE: Be sure to check pre-requisites and restrictions. Some classes may have cross-listings. If a class is full, check the course description to see if the same topic might also be listed as another course that is open.

CZ 301K INTRO TO CZECH CIVILIZATION
CZ 301K MAGIC AND POWER IN PRAGUE
CZ 301K PUPPETS, PUBS, AND POLYGLOTs
CZ 324 COMMUNIST COUNTercULTURES
CZ 324 HERET/FRDOM FGHTRS, 1350-1650
CZ 324 2-TWENTIETH-CENTURY CZECH FICTION
CZ 330 MODERN CZECH LITERATURE
EUS S347 CZ UNdRGRND ART MMMNTS 1968-89
HIS 350L POLAND & THE SECOND WORLD WAR
HIS 350L RUSSIAN EMPIRE IN RUSSIAN FILM
HIS 350L 59-STALIN'S RUSSIA AT WAR
HIS 362G INTRODUCTION TO THE HOLOCAUST
HIS 362G 3-INTRO TO THE HOLOCAUST
MUS 342 MUSIC OF THE WESTERN BALKANS
POL 324 POLISH LIT & CULTURE IN FILM
REE 301 INTRO TO RUSSIAN, EAST EUROPEAN, AND EURASIAN STUDIES
REE 302 CUISINE/CULTURE CENTRL/EUROPE
REE 302 1-VAMPIRE IN SLAVIC CULTURES
REE 302 RUSSIA AFTER COMMUNISM
REE 320 INTRO TO AN EAST EUROPEAN LANGUAGE
REE 325 BULGAKOV'S MASTER & MARGARITA
REE 325 EUROPEAN AVANT-GARDES
REE 325 LIT & ART, RUS MOD, & AV-GARD
REE 325 LITERARY MAPS OF THE UKRAINE
REE 325 MYSTICISM IN 20TH-CEN SLAV LIT
REE 325 RUSSIAN CINEMA: POTEMKIN-PUTIN
REE 325 RUSSIAN FOOD WAYS
REE 325 RUSSIAN/MEXICAN MEN IN POP CUL
REE 325 9-THE RUSSIAN NOVEL
REE 325 10-MAJOR WORKS OF DOSTOEVSKY
REE 325 11-CONTEMPORARY RUSSIAN CINEMA
REE 325 12-THE APOCALYPSE IN RUSSIAN LITERATURE AND CULTURE
REE 325 13-INTRO TO OLD RUSSIAN LITERATURE AND CULTURE
REE 325 14-20TH-CEN RUSSIAN CULTURE
REE 325 16-THE MAJOR WORKS OF TOLSTOY
REE 325 17-POLITICAL TERROR IN RUSSIAN LITERATURE
REE 325 18-WAR AND REVOLUTION IN RUSSIAN LITERATURE AND CULTURE
REE 325 19-RUSSIAN YOUTH CULTURE, LATE SOVIET TO PRESENT
REE 325 20-HISTORICAL SURVEY OF RUSSIAN MUSIC
REE 335 CRIMINAL PUNISHMENT IN RUSSIA
REE 335 2-GOVERNMENTS AND POLITICS OF EASTERN EUROPE
REE 335 3-GOVERNMENTS AND POLITICS OF RUSSIA
REE 335 5-HISTORY OF RUSSIA TO 1917
REE 335 6-HISTORY OF RUSSIA SINCE 1917
REE 335 12-STALINIST RUSSIA
REE 335 13-RUSSIAN ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT SINCE 1917
REE 335 19-WORLD WAR II EASTERN EUROPE
REE 335 23-JEWS OF EASTERN EUROPE
REE 345 GEOG RELIGION OF EUROPE/ RUSSIA
REE 345 2-REGIONS & CULTURES OF EUROPE
REE 345 4-GEOGRAPHY OF THE FORMER SOVIET UNION
REE 345 5-CHECHYNA: POLIT/POWER/PEOPLE
REE 345 6-NORTHERN LANDS AND CULTURES
REE 345 7-NORTHRN GODS/NORTHRN FAITHS
RUS 326 CULTURAL GEOGRAPHY OF RUSSIA
RUS 329 1-THE RUSSIAN SHORT STORY
RUS 330 RUSSIAN MYTHS AND FOLK TALES
RUS 356 LITERATURE & DISSENT IN RUSSIA
RUS 356 RUSSIAN 20TH-CEN POETRY
RUS 356 4-REBELS/RVOLUTN RUS HIST/LIT
SLA 301 INTRO TO RUS/E EUR/EURASIAN STDS
SLA 301 1-VAMPIRE IN SLAVIC CULTURES
SLA 324 6-RUSSIAN FAIRY TALES
SLA 325 TOPICS IN JEWISH LIFE AND CULTURE IN EASTERN EUROPE